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Neural Coreference Resolution for Dutch Parliamentary Documents with the DutchParliament Dataset

Ruben van Heusden 1,*, Jaap Kamps 2 and Maarten Marx 1,*

Abstract: The task of coreference resolution concerns the clustering of words and phrases referring to the same entity in text, either in the same document or across multiple documents. The task is challenging, as it concerns elements of named entity recognition and reading comprehension, as well as others. In this paper, we introduce DutchParliament, a new Dutch coreference resolution dataset obtained through the manual annotation of 74 government debates, expanded with a domain-specific class. In contrast to existing datasets, which are often composed of news articles, blogs or other documents, the debates in DutchParliament are transcriptions of speech, and therefore offer a unique structure and way of referencing compared to other datasets. By constructing and releasing this dataset, we hope to facilitate the research on coreference resolution in niche domains, with different characteristics than traditional datasets. The DutchParliament dataset was compared to SoNaR-1 and RiddleCoref, two other existing Dutch coreference resolution corpora, to highlight its particularities and differences from existing datasets. Furthermore, two coreference resolution models for Dutch, the rule-based DutchCoref model and the neural e2eDutch model, were evaluated on the DutchParliament dataset to examine their performance on the DutchParliament dataset. It was found that the characteristics of the DutchParliament dataset are quite different from that of the other two datasets, although the performance of the e2eDutch model does not seem to be significantly affected by this. Furthermore, experiments were conducted by utilizing the metadata present in the DutchParliament corpus to improve the performance of the e2eDutch model. The results indicate that the addition of available metadata about speakers has a beneficial effect on the performance of the model, although the addition of the gender of speakers seems to have a limited effect.
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1. Introduction

Coreference resolution can be defined as the task of clustering mentions of named entities in text into coherent clusters referring to the same entity. In Example 1, an example of coreference resolution on a Dutch sentence is shown.

Example 1. “Ik heb op Mark Rutte gestemd, omdat ik zijn visie op de toekomst van het land deel”, zei Emma

In Example 1, two entities are present—Mark Rutte and Emma—and both have several references to them, indicated by boldface and underlined text. In this particular example, both the references to Mark Rutte and Emma are by the use of a pronoun, but the references themselves can also be nouns or noun phrases (for example, de heer Rutte).

Although early coreference resolution systems were almost exclusively rule-based and revolved around hand-crafted rules and parse trees [1–3], most of the recent approaches to coreference resolution have involved a form of supervised machine learning or statistical learning [4–7]. This shift in the approach to coreference resolution has increased the need for...
annotated training data, more than for the rule-based models. Most of the previous work on creating datasets for coreference resolution has focused on the English language, and most of the datasets are on genres such as news articles or Internet blogs [8–10]. To obtain a good generalization performance of these methods on more niche genres, it is important that datasets on more nice domains are created so as to not bias models towards ‘easy’ examples or samples that are all from the same domain, something that will most likely result in a poor generalization performance of the models. Previous work on coreference resolution for the Dutch language has mostly focused on documents originating from news articles, such as in the SoNaR-1 corpus, and Shared Task 1 of the SemEval 2010 challenge [9,11], as well as recent work on coreference resolution in Dutch literary text [12]. The DutchParliament dataset presented in this research is focused on applying coreference resolution to a new genre of documents, namely parliamentary proceedings. This type of document provides a unique challenge to the existing models, as the documents are of a very different nature than most documents currently used in coreference resolution, exhibiting much more of a resemblance to conversational text. The difference in the contents and nature of the DutchParliament dataset makes it a useful addition to the existing datasets, facilitating further research on coreference resolution for specific domains. The main contributions of this research are as follows:

- We present a new coreference resolution dataset consisting of Dutch parliamentary documents annotated with coreference resolution links and a rich set of metadata features, called DutchParliament.
- We performed a comparative analysis of the DutchParliament corpus with two other Dutch coreference resolution datasets, namely the SoNaR-1 corpus and the RiddleCoref corpus. We investigated the overall structure and size of the corpus, and compare various lexical statistics.
- We evaluated two existing models for Dutch coreference resolution on the DutchParliament dataset and discuss their performance in comparison with the SoNaR-1 and RiddleCoref datasets.
- We conducted several experiments regarding the addition of metadata to the e2eDutch model and found that, for the parliamentary meetings, the addition of metadata about the speaker of utterances has a substantial positive effect on the performance of the model. The addition of the metadata about the gender of speakers does not seem to have any significant effect on the model.

2. Related Work

One of the earliest algorithms developed for the task of coreference resolution is Hobbs’ algorithm [1], introduced in the 1970s. This algorithm relies solely on syntactic parse trees of sentences, and consists of a set of handcrafted rules to select coreference chains. Later work based on Hobbs’ algorithm has also made use of syntactic parse trees, combined with more heuristic information or additional mechanisms [2,3]. An early method for the task of pronominal anaphora resolution was the Lappin and Leass algorithm, which introduced the concept of the salience assignment principle [3]. This principle assigned scores to all possible antecedents of a given pronoun, based on features such as the distance between the antecedent and the pronoun and the context in which an NP occurs (not contained in another NP, being the subject in a sentence).

One of the early examples of using discourse information for pronominal coreference resolution is the BFP algorithm [13]. It performed this by using centering theory, which assumes certain rules and patterns followed in normal discourse based on the subject of the discourse. Centering theory revolves around Forward Looking Centers and Backward Looking Centers, where backward looking centers are the current entity that is the focus of the discourse, and forward looking centers are entities that could possibly be the new focus of the discourse. Based on the forward and backward looking centers, and the transitions (keep the same entity as the center or shift), coreference resolution was performed by ranking entities with several rules and preferring entities where the center was not shifted,
as this is most common in natural discourse. Later, several additions and changes to this model were proposed [2,14,15].

An early attempt at the incorporation of metadata regarding pronominal anaphora resolution was presented in [16]. Here, metadata were included by using WordNet and name lists to determine the gender for names (which are detected by the usage of capital letters) and added this attribute to the possible antecedents. As well as incorporating gender information, information on the animacy was also added. Animacy indicates whether an entity can be referred to by gender pronouns (he, she, her, his, etc.). This information is also extracted from WordNet and added as an attribute to the antecedents.

The e2e architecture was proposed in a paper by [7] and is one of the first examples of an end-to-end coreference resolution model. The e2e architecture is based on the long short-term memory (LSTM) network, and attempts to substitute the pipeline approach used in much of the previous research for an end-to-end approach using a neural network and word embeddings. In their research, it was found that the e2e model is successful in outperforming the baselines of that time, achieving a state-of-the-art performance on the CoNLL-2012 shared task dataset.

For the task of coreference resolution for the Dutch language, several approaches have been developed, with the two most recent approaches being the rule-based DutchCoref model [12] based on parse trees and handwritten rules, and the e2eDutch model [17], based on the aforementioned e2e model. The e2eDutch model is largely similar to the original e2e model, but replaces static word embeddings with word embeddings from BERT. Earlier methods of coreference resolution for Dutch were largely rule-based, and based on the idea pioneered in Soon et al. [18], where coreference resolution was performed by constructing vector representations for words using syntactic and semantic features. These features are then fed into a mention-pair algorithm, which outputs pairwise decisions that can be transformed into coreference cluster predictions. For the Dutch language, the work by Kobdani and Schütze [19] is largely based on the aforementioned approach.

As previously mentioned, prior work has been carried out on coreference resolution for the Dutch language. An example of this can be found in [20], with the construction of the COREA corpus and the evaluation of a coreference resolution model for Dutch on the created corpus, with the aim of improving the performance on a question-answering task. The COREA corpus is constructed mostly of Dutch news articles from the DCOI project and spoken text from the Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (CGN).

Another coreference resolution dataset was developed during the Sonar project, in which text from various sources, such as news articles, Wikipedia articles and social media posts from Twitter, was collected. This resulted in a corpus of 500 million tokens, called SoNaR-500 [9]. Of these 500 million tokens, a subset of 1 million tokens was annotated with more detailed semantic information, including coreference resolution annotations and named entity labels (the SoNaR-1 corpus). Although the annotations were produced automatically, they were manually corrected in the case of the SoNaR-1 corpus.

An example of a dataset that departs from the default type of data is the RiddleCoref corpus developed by [21], which concerns excerpts from Dutch novels. This dataset contains 33 documents, which are all extracts from either Dutch novels or Dutch translations of novels. The RiddleCoref is of particular interest to the current research, as it also concerns a genre of text that is different from datasets such as SoNaR-1, namely novels.

3. Materials and Methods

The DutchParliament dataset consists of parliamentary documents from the official XML records of parliamentary meetings of the Dutch government, collected during the ParlaMint project [22]. The dataset consists of debates held during meetings of the Dutch Lower House and Upper House, and the documents are transcriptions of those sessions. From this original dataset, 74 documents specifically concerning question sessions were selected for manual coreference annotation and then annotated by two human annotators. Question sessions were chosen specifically because the general structure resembles that of
spoken text, with interactions between participants, and thus provides a unique type of data not commonly found in Dutch datasets. The complete DutchParliament dataset can be downloaded from the DANS Easy data repository.

3.1. Annotation Scheme

The annotation scheme that was used during the annotation process is an adaptation of the scheme used by [23] for Dutch coreference resolution, with the definitions of what types of spans and words are eligible for annotation being almost identical to the criteria used in [23]. One of the challenges that we faced during the data collection and annotation was the difficulty in annotating complex nested coreference resolution, in combination with a multitude of speakers in any given document. To this end, we decided to restrict the types of entities that are considered during annotation, as well as to exclude nested entities and include information on the speaker of a piece of text for each sentence. Four types of entities were considered for annotation, namely PERSON, ORG, LOC and MISC. As with previous works, the annotation of certain linguistic phenomena such as the pleonastic it (It was raining) was prohibited. In the case of composite named entities such as ‘Nederlandse burgers’, the guidelines from [23] were followed, and the entity was annotated as miscellaneous.

Apart from the four entity types mentioned, a new class of entity was added for this particular dataset, concerning various types of legal and political document references, which will be referred to as the official documents class.

Official Documents Class

The Official Documents Class contains a variety of mentions of official documents, ranging from laws and treaties to motions and letters from the parliament. The class is different from the LAW type used in named entity recognition, as it also includes letters and documents that might not be official laws, but that are relevant in parliamentary debates, such as letters sent or received by ministers. Table 1 shows several examples of entity clusters concerning laws and letters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Cluster Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wet op kinderopvang</td>
<td>de Wet op de kinderopvangtoeslag, die regeling, de Wet kinderopvang, die wet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De woningwet</td>
<td>de Nieuwe Woningwet, de wet, die wet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief</td>
<td>brief aan de kamer, deze brief, die brief</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Annotation Process

For the annotation of the coreference resolution clusters, the CorefAnnotator Tool [24] was used. Documents were converted from the XML format to plain text, and each sentence was preceded with the person that uttered the sentence to avoid ambiguity in the annotation process and provide the annotators with the metadata present in the original XML files. These indicators were removed after the annotation process. After the annotators had annotated the files, the annotations were converted from the xmi.gz format used by the CorefAnnotator tool to the CoNNL format commonly used for coreference resolution systems.

Inter Annotator Agreement

For the calculation of the IAA scores described below, a separate set of 5 documents was annotated by both annotators to measure the agreement score.

To measure the inter-annotator agreement between the two annotators, the built-in score from the CorefAnnotator tool was used to calculate a rough agreement on the mention
annotation and evaluate the agreement of the annotators, both during the annotation process as well as for the IAA evaluation. The agreement operates on mentions, and calculates the Jaccard similarity between the sets of annotated mentions of both annotators. This implementation considers annotations to be equal when the spans of the mentions are equal for both annotators, regardless of the entity to which they refer, and does not consider entity links in the evaluation. The average agreement score between the annotators was 77.9%, which is quite a high agreement score. For a more trustworthy evaluation of the mention annotation agreement, Cohen’s kappa was also calculated between the two annotators, which resulted in an agreement score of roughly 88%.

Although the mention agreement is relatively high for both mention annotation scores, correctly annotating mentions is only part of coreference resolution, and the correct linking of the mentions is equally if not more important. To measure the annotator agreement in links between mentions, the approach described in [25] was used, where the MUC score is used as a measurement of IAA on coreference links, where the annotations of one annotator are taken as gold standard, and the annotations of the other are taken as system output files. Calculating the IAA score for coreference links yielded a MUC F1 score of 86.62%, again indicating a high agreement between the two annotators. For the Jaccard similarity, singleton mentions were also included in the agreement evaluation, and excluded from MUC, as it is a linked-based metric: as singletons have no links, they have no effect on the score.

3.3. Dataset Statistics

The DutchParliament dataset contains 74 documents, with a total of roughly 180,000 tokens and 1753 coreference clusters. Each document contains, on average, 15 clusters, and those clusters, on average, have 7 mentions.

Figure 1a shows the distribution of the number of clusters in a file, with an average of 15 clusters in a file. It can be seen that the number of clusters in a file somewhat resembles a normal distribution, with files containing a minimum of 6 and a maximum of 26 clusters.

Figure 1b shows the distribution of the number of mentions in a cluster, with the vast majority of the clusters in the dataset having 6 or fewer mentions, with a relatively long tail. On average, a coreference cluster contains roughly 7 mentions. Upon investigation, it was found that the larger clusters often concerned a minister, which is unsurprising given the fact that they were often the subject of the question sessions.
Another aspect of the dataset that can be examined is the distribution of the part-of-speech tags of all mentions in the dataset. For this, the mentions in all clusters were automatically tagged with a Dutch part-of-speech tagger from the SpaCy NLP package [26].

Accounting for some errors in the part-of-speech tagger, pronouns, nouns and proper nouns are by far the most common part-of-speech tags, as shown in Figure 2. This is probably due to the fact that the debate documents are transcripts of spoken text, in which these kind of pronominal references are usually much more common than in text that was originally written, as pronominal references tend to be relatively common in spoken texts.

![Figure 2. Part-of-speech tag distribution for all mentions in the dataset.](image)

For a similar reason, the high percentage of mentions being a noun most likely also originates from the specific usage of language in these parliamentary documents. When examining the most often occurring mentions in the NOUN part-of-speech category, it was found that words such as ‘de minister’, ‘de staatssecretaris’ or ‘kamerlid’ were used frequently, thus accounting for a substantial amount of noun references in the dataset.

In addition to the part-of-speech tags, the distribution of the different types of named entities represented by the coreference clusters was also investigated. As the named entity tags present in the original XML files might not correspond to tokens selected by the annotators, these named entity tags were not used. Instead, a Dutch named entity classifier from SpaCy [26] was used to classify every mention in the dataset. This results in clusters where each mention has an entity type, which might not be consistent for all mentions in a cluster. In this case, the majority vote was taken to obtain the entity type of the entire cluster.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of named entity types represented by the coreference clusters. Here, each count in one category signifies a cluster of that type. For example, a cluster containing ‘de minister president’, ‘hij’, ‘de heer Rutte’ and ‘Mark Rutte’ would be counted as a PERSON entity cluster. As can be seen in Figure 3, PERSON type is the most frequently occurring entity type in the dataset, accounting for nearly 50 percent of all clusters. Upon further investigation of the PERSON clusters, it was found that, for the PERSON category, the pronoun speech tag is the most occurring part-of-speech tag, accounting for 60% of the tokens. Together with the noun category (30%) and the proper noun category (7%), these three categories make up almost all part-of-speech-tags in the PERSON entity clusters.
4. Dataset Comparison

In this section, the DutchParliament dataset will be compared to two existing Dutch datasets, namely RiddleCoref and SoNaR-1. The main goal of this comparison is to investigate the difference in characteristics between more classic datasets and the more conversation-like DutchParliament dataset, and whether or not these differences impact the performance of coreference resolution models. The datasets were compared on general statistics, lexical statistics and the performance of two models for Dutch coreference resolution.

4.1. General Structure Analysis

For the general statistics of the DutchParliament corpus, the data were gathered from the raw CoNLL files and aggregated for the entire corpus. The dataset statistics of the SoNaR-1 corpus and the RiddleCoref corpus were partly taken from the paper of [21], where the statistics from development and test sets were aggregated, and the statistics that were not present in [21] were calculated manually.

One of the first observations that can be made from Table 2 is the relatively low number of clusters and entity mentions in the DutchParliament dataset in comparison to the other two datasets. This is mostly due to the restricted annotation scheme used for the construction of the DutchParliament dataset, which excluded many coreference mentions that are present in the other two corpora. The RiddleCoref dataset and the DutchParliament dataset are quite comparable in size when comparing the number of tokens, with the SoNaR-1 corpus being significantly larger in size than the other two corpora. When examining the average lengths of the documents, the average document length in DutchParliament is almost two times shorter than the average document length in the RiddleCoref corpus, but significantly longer than the average document length in the SoNaR-1 corpus. This is most likely due to the different genres of the corpora, with news articles often being relatively short in length, and the novel extracts being relatively long. It can also be noted that the average sentence length appears to be very similar between the three corpora, ranging between 16.3 and 17.6 tokens, suggesting that at least the sentence structure of the three corpora is relatively similar.
Table 2. Comparison of various dataset statistics for SoNar-1, RiddleCoref and DutchParliament. For the statistics of the RiddleCoref corpus, the numbers were taken directly from [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SoNaR-1</th>
<th>RiddleCoref</th>
<th>DutchParliament</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of files</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tokens</td>
<td>approx. 1,000,000</td>
<td>approx. 160,000</td>
<td>approx. 180,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sentences</td>
<td>59,602</td>
<td>9,864</td>
<td>11,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sentence length in tokens</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of clusters</td>
<td>205,103</td>
<td>14,692</td>
<td>1,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of mentions</td>
<td>289,955</td>
<td>38,647</td>
<td>10,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of coreference tokens</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average document length in tokens</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>4897</td>
<td>2432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average document length in sentences</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>298.9</td>
<td>149.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Lexical Statistics Comparison

Apart from a study of the general statistics of the datasets, the lexical similarity between datasets was also investigated. In this case, the evaluation was only conducted between the SoNaR-1 and the DutchParliament corpus because of limited access to the RiddleCoref corpus. For this comparison, the number of unique tokens, number of tokens divided by the number of unique tokens, the lexical frequency profile (LFP) [27] and Yule’s K were reported, similar to the research presented in [28]. The LFP consists of multiple frequency bands of word frequencies that were calculated. Similar to [28], three frequency bands were used, namely: (1) the percentage of tokens in the corpus occurring in the 1000 most frequent words of a language (B1); (2) the percentage of tokens in the corpus occurring in the next 1000 most frequent words of a language (B2); (3) the percentage of the rest of the tokens not occurring in the top 2000 (B3). For the Dutch word frequency list, we used the SUBTLEX-NL word list [29].

The Yule’s K metric is a measure of the number of unique words in the text and provides an estimate on the on the variation in words and their frequencies in the corpus. For Yule’s K, the bigger the value, the less diverse the corpus vocabulary.

From Table 3, it can be seen that, although the number of unique tokens present in the SoNaR-1 corpus is much higher than the number of tokens present in the DutchParliament dataset, the token type ratio and Yule’s K are relatively similar. Another interesting observation that can be made is that, for the DutchParliament corpus, the B1 value is much higher than the B1 value for the SoNaR-1 corpus. This indicates that the DutchParliament corpus consists of more words that occur very frequently in Dutch in general. A possible explanation for this could be that the DutchParliament corpus contains relatively more pronouns than the SoNaR-1 corpus and that these pronouns are in the most frequently occurring words in the Dutch word frequency list. The dataset genre, conversational text, might also play an important role in this.

Table 3. Comparison of DutchParliament and SoNaR-1 and the number of unique tokens, token/type ratio, three LFP frequency bands and Yule’s K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Number of Unique Tokens</th>
<th>Token/Type Ratio</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>Yule’s K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DutchParliament</td>
<td>10,749</td>
<td>16.313</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>99.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoNaR-1</td>
<td>65,632</td>
<td>13.827</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>102.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Model Performance Comparison

In this section, the performance of two coreference resolution models for the Dutch language is compared across the DutchParliament, RiddleCoref and Sonar-1 corpora to investigate the effect of the difference in genres and structure of these corpora on the perfor-
mance of these models. For the DutchParliament dataset, the models were retrained (in the case of the e2eDutch model) and run on the dataset. For the RiddleCoref and SoNaR-1 corpora, the performances of the models were taken directly from [21], where the scores that excluded singletons were taken, to ensure a fair comparison.

4.3.1. DutchCoref Rule-Based System

The DutchCoref system is a rule-based coreference resolution system utilizing Alpino [30] parse trees in combination with a set of rules for determining coreference clusters in text [12]. The code for this rule-based model is publicly available. Before running the coreference resolution system, the debates were parsed with the Alpino parser. In order to accommodate for the altered annotation guidelines used for the DutchParliament corpus, the model was set to follow the SoNaR-1 guidelines, for which, the annotation scheme was somewhat more similar to the scheme used for DutchParliament compared to the default setting. For correct parsing by the Alpino parser and the subsequent coreference resolution system, each speaker turn was separated by a new line in the text files of the corpus.

4.3.2. e2eDutch

The e2eDutch model is an adaptation of the e2e model by [7], adapted for the Dutch language, based on a bidirectional LSTM model that uses contextual BERT embeddings as the input. The model combines mention detection with the linking of coreference mentions using a pairwise mention classifier. For the DutchParliament dataset, a new model was trained on the dataset. The model was trained with the default hyper parameters of five epochs and a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$, and embeddings from the Dutch BERT model Bertje were used.

4.3.3. Evaluation

There exist a multitude of coreference resolution metrics, each of them suited for slightly different applications and requirements of a coreference resolution system, such as a focus on mention detection or mention linking. In this research, two separate metrics were used to evaluate the coreference resolution systems, namely the LEA score and the mention score. The LEA metric is a link-based metric introduced in Moosavi and Strube [31] that is based on calculating the quality of coreference resolution through the combination of the quality of the resolution of an entity as well as its importance in the overall prediction. It overcomes some of the shortcomings that earlier evaluation metrics had by weighting entities by importance while also considering coreference links, and, as such, has become an often-used metric in coreference resolution.

As taken from [31], the LEA score is calculated as given in Equation (1)

$$LEA = \frac{\sum_{e_i \in E} \text{importance}(e_i) \times \text{resolution}_\text{score}(e_i)}{\sum_{e_k \in E} \text{importance}(e_k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $e_i$ is an entity in the gold standard set. In this equation, the importance is usually taken as the size of the entity, i.e., $|e_i|$, but other measures can also be used depending on the specific task. The resolution_score is similar to other link-based metrics, such as the BLANC score, and consists of the following:

$$\text{resolution}_\text{score}(k_i) = \frac{\sum_{r_j \in R} \text{link}(k_i \cap r_j)}{\text{link}(k_i)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $k_i$ is a coreference cluster from the gold standard set, and $r_j$ is an entity in the system output. The link() function counts the number of links in an entity cluster. When Equation (2) is plugged into Equation (1), this will yield the recall of the system. To obtain the precision score of the model output, the same formulas are used; however, the roles of the gold standard set and the system output set are reversed.
The mention score is another score that can be used to evaluate coreference resolution systems by comparing the mentions in the prediction and the gold standard. The mention score is important for evaluation, as mentions are at the core of the coreference resolution task, and missing mentions or producing erroneous mentions can have a large impact on the overall performance of the model. The formula for the mention score is given below:

$$\text{mention\_score} = \frac{|K \cap R|}{|K|}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here, $K$ is the set of mentions in the gold standard set, and $R$ is the set of mentions in the output generated by the system. As with the LEA metric, Equation (3) calculates the recall of the system, and, to calculate the precision, the roles of the gold standard and system output sets have to be reversed, with the system output acting as $K$ and the gold standard set acting as $R$. Note that, in this version of the metric, mentions have to be completely equal to be counted as correct.

For the evaluation of the coreference resolution systems, the dataset was split up into a train set, a development set and a test set, consisting of 60%, 20% and 20% of the dataset, respectively. As mentioned previously, the DutchCoref baseline model is a rule-based model; thus, the behaviour of the model cannot be altered through training. For this reason, the performance of the model was only evaluated on the test set in order to conduct a fair comparison. For the DutchParliament dataset, all singleton mentions were removed from the dataset. The code used to run the experiments in this paper is available on GitHub.\(^5\)

Table 4. Results of the DutchCoref and e2eDutch models on the DutchParliament, RiddleCoref and SoNaR-1 datasets. The scores for the SoNaR-1 and RiddleCoref datasets were taken from [21] (all reported scores are with singletons excluded from evaluation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>DutchParliament</th>
<th>RiddleCoref</th>
<th>SoNaR-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mentions F1</td>
<td>LEA F1</td>
<td>Mentions F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DutchCoref</td>
<td>46.99</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>80.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2eDutch</td>
<td>76.57</td>
<td>45.54</td>
<td>79.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most probable explanation for this low precision behaviour is the difference in annotation scheme used in the DutchParliament dataset. The DutchCoref model was developed with a different annotation scheme in mind, and, as such, it considers a much broader set of words and phrases as candidates for coreference clusters. As the scheme used in the DutchParliament dataset is much more restricted, the DutchCoref model will ‘overclassify’ and annotate many more mentions as co-references than the scheme considers. As a result, the recall of the model is relatively high, while comprising the precision of the model. This is confirmed by looking at the average number of clusters in the parliamentary debates as predicted by the DutchCoref model. In the gold standard set, the average number of clusters was approximately 15, with the average number of clusters in the output of the DutchCoref model being approximately 20, showing a significant increase in the number of predicted clusters.

Another observation that can be made is that the performance of the e2eDutch model on the DutchParliament dataset is quite close to that of the performance of the model on the RiddleCoref dataset. When looking at the LEA metric, the performance of the e2eDutch model on the DutchParliament dataset is very similar; however, the F1 score from the
mentions is slightly lower, suggesting that the detection of the mentions is somewhat more problematic for the DutchParliament dataset. When comparing the performance of the e2eDutch model on the DutchParliament and SoNaR-1 corpus, it can be seen that the scores of the e2eDutch model are again very close between the two when observing the LEA metric. The mention score of the e2eDutch model is much higher on the DutchParliament dataset when compared to the SoNaR-1 dataset.

Based on the results discussed above, it seems that, whereas the DutchCoref model performed worse on the DutchParliament dataset, the e2eDutch model was not heavily affected by the different nature of the parliamentary documents, and that, despite the differing characteristics of the DutchParliament dataset and the high number of pronouns, the model obtained similar LEA F1 scores across all three datasets.

5. Metadata Addition

In this section, the results of adding various types of metadata from the DutchParliament corpus to the e2eDutch model are presented.

5.1. Inclusion of Speaker Metadata

The original e2e model for English has the option of adding metadata indicating the speaker of a piece of text to the input of the model. To achieve this, each speaker is assigned a unique ID, and all words uttered by that speaker are assigned the ID of that speaker. During the training of the e2e model, an embedding is learned for each speaker, which is then appended to each candidate mention and used in the pairwise comparison of mentions. To use this information in the DutchParliament dataset, the speaker information was extracted from the XML files, and each word was assigned the appropriate speaker ID. Table 5 shows an example of the speaker metadata used in the e2e model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geert Wilders</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Doe</td>
<td>man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geert Wilders</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>eens</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Rutte</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Doe</td>
<td>man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Rutte</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>zelf</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Inclusion of Gender Metadata

Although the e2e model has the capability of handling metadata about the speaker of a sentence, it does not have an option for adding the gender of a speaker to information used in the pairwise comparison of candidate mentions. It might, however, be beneficial to add this type of metadata in order to correct possible mistakes such as ‘zijn’, and ‘haar’ ending up in the same cluster. However, adding this type of information into the e2e model is not straightforward, as this type of information can only be encoded on the level of the speaker, making it more difficult to assign the gender information to individual tokens. To alleviate this problem, another, much simpler approach was used. In this approach, tokens were assigned either a 0, 1 or 2 based on the ‘gender’ of the word. In this case, only pronouns and names were actually assigned a nonzero number, as these are the tokens of interest, and all of the other tokens received a zero. For the pronouns, a handmade list of male and female pronouns was constructed, and, for names, a list of common Dutch names and their most commonly associated gender was used. The number assigned to the token was converted to a one-hot vector that was appended to the vector of the token for pairwise comparison.

5.3. Results

When comparing the ‘plain’ version of the model with the versions of the model with different types of metadata added in Table 6, improvements in the performance can be
observed. The performance improvement seems to be most prominent for the version of the model for which only the speaker metadata are added.

Table 6. LEA and mention scores of the e2eDutch model with different types of metadata added to the model on the DutchParliament dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>LEA</th>
<th>Mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2e-Dutch</td>
<td>52.06</td>
<td>41.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2e Dutch + speakers</td>
<td>54.59</td>
<td>50.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2e Dutch + gender</td>
<td>51.20</td>
<td>45.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2e Dutch + both</td>
<td>58.35</td>
<td>42.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With only the addition of the speaker metadata, the recall score of the e2eDutch model increases substantially in comparison with the plain e2eDutch model. The most likely explanation for the improved recall of the model is that the metadata help to break up clusters that contain multiple persons, as these person clusters are most likely affected the most by the introduction of the speaker metadata. For example, consider words such as ‘ik’ and ‘mijn’. Without information about the speaker, the model assumes that multiple occurrences of these words all refer to the same cluster, as their surface forms are identical. However, different people could refer to themselves through words such as ‘ik’ and ‘mijn’, and thus correctly classifying these words in different clusters can lead to an improved recall score of the model. This can be confirmed by looking at the average number of clusters in the files, which increased from roughly 8.5 to 10 when metadata were added. This suggests that the addition of the speaker metadata indeed splits up the clusters more accurately.

However, when both of these types of metadata are combined, it can be observed that there is a substantial increase in the precision of the e2eDutch model when compared to the plain version of the model, albeit at the cost of a decreased recall performance when compared with only adding speaker or gender metadata. Although the exact reason for this behavior is not completely clear, one possibility is that the model uses the gender information in combination with the speaker information to ‘remove’ conflicting mentions from a cluster, such as both ‘zijn’ and ‘haar’ in a cluster.

When examining Figures 4 and 5, it can be seen that the distribution of part-of-speech tags is significantly altered when adding both the gender and speaker metadata, with the percentage of pronouns being quite a bit lower. This would suggest that the addition of the gender and speaker metadata simultaneously is indeed distributing the pronouns into clusters more fairly, lowering the average percentage of pronouns in a cluster. However, the model might end up clustering mentions based mostly on their gender, creating fewer, larger clusters partitioned based on the gender of mentions, explaining the decreased recall.

![Average distribution of part-of-speech tags in clusters](image.png)

Figure 4. Average distribution of part-of-speech tags in coreference clusters without the addition of any metadata.
5.4. Error Analysis

To gain more insight into the performance of the model and provide some examples of sentences in the dataset itself, a small error analysis was performed here by showing several examples of correct entity coreference links and several example of model mistakes.

Example 2. Examples of correct and incorrect entity coreference for e2e-Dutch without metadata

a. (correct) Daar verheug [ik]₁ [mij]₁ ook op, maar dat is echt een ander verhaal.

b. (incorrect) [De minister]₁ zegt dat er veel lokale bedrijven worden ingezet, ook uit Drenthe en Friesland, en dat er zo’n 2.500 vakkrachten, zzp’ers, worden ingehuurd en kunnen worden ingehuurd. Dat klinkt mooi, maar daarom was [ik]₁ zo verbaasd over het artikel en dan met name over het citaat dat [Centrum Veilig Wonen]₂ een soort monopoliepositie zou hebben doordat het alle touwtjes in handen heeft.

c. (incorrect) [ik]₁ had een specifieke vraag gesteld over het gesprek dat [de premier]₂ en [de minister]₂.

Example 3. Examples of correct and incorrect entity coreference for e2e-Dutch wit speaker metadata


Example 2 shows several example sentences, annotated with coreference links with the e2e-Dutch model without any metadata. Example (2-a) shows an easy example of a coreference, where the two words that should be linked are right next to each other. (2-b) and (2-c) are more difficult, with (2-b) being incorrect as ‘Minister’, and ‘Ik’ incorrectly referring to the same entity. It is possible that the longer distance between the two words is a cause of this. Example (2-c) shows another peculiar error, where ‘de premier’ and ‘de minister’ are classified as the same entity, although they clearly do not belong to the same entity. An example of the speaker metadata proving useful can be seen in Example (3-a), where the first sentence is uttered by another speaker than the remainder of the text, and the speaker metadata can be used to distinguish ‘de staatssecretaris’ from ‘Ik’.

In conclusion, the addition of speaker metadata to the e2eDutch model has a substantial positive effect on the performance of the model compared to the version of the model where these metadata are not present. This result highlights that the inclusion of metadata in coreference resolution for conversational text can be very beneficial, and that an effort should be made to include these data when possible. Although the addition of the gender metadata appears to have some positive effects on the precision of the model when combined with the speaker ID information, this addition alone does not have a large effect on the performance on the model.
6. Discussion and Future Work

In this research, a subset of parliamentary documents was selected for annotation, namely the question sessions from the Lower House. Although the dataset has a relatively large number of files, it might not be an accurate representation of parliamentary meetings in general, and it could be the case that using more parliamentary data would provide a more accurate representation of parliamentary documents. Regarding the addition of gender metadata, the current method of adding the gender metadata is quite rudimentary, and this simple approach might not be as effective in incorporating the information into the e2e model as methods that are more sophisticated. In future work, more research can be conducted into investigating the addition of metadata from structured files into neural models and the e2e model in particular, as it has the potential to provide the algorithms with more information about a variety of aspects of the text, such as the genders of the speakers or the general topic and structure of the texts.

7. Conclusions

In this research, a new Dutch dataset for coreference resolution, DutchParliament, was created, consisting of parliamentary debates from the Dutch government. A comparison was made between the developed corpus and the RiddleCoref and SoNaR-1 corpora, two other Dutch coreference resolution corpora. It was found that the DutchParliament dataset was significantly different from the SoNaR-1 and RiddleCoref corpora when comparing the corpora on general statistics and lexical similarity measures. In addition, two existing models for coreference resolution for Dutch were evaluated on the newly constructed dataset, where it was found that the e2e model appeared to achieve similar scores for the DutchParliament dataset compared to the other two datasets, despite the different genre of the DutchParliament dataset. Finally, the addition of both speaker and gender metadata present in the DutchParliament corpus to the e2eDutch model was evaluated. It was found that, although the addition of speaker metadata proved to be beneficial to the performance of the model, the addition of the gender metadata did not provide any substantial performance improvements.
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